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About Us
Helping you Economise without Compromise...
Pestguard Environmental Services has been providing Pest Control services to a wide
variety of customers throughout Ireland since 1983.
With a combination of technical and service based skills, PestGuard has the ability to
understand your business requirements and deliver the most expert, efficient and cost
effective professional services to your company.
With a vast level of expertise and accreditation that includes qualifications from Trinity
College Dublin, University College Cork and The University of Warwick, Pestguard
employees will provide you with the very best tools and solutions to help you provide a
healthy, clean and pest free environment for your customers and employees.
PestGuard can offer you a suite of Pest Control and Washroom Services solutions which
cover all your quality and legislative needs. We can also offer a variety of products that
would enhance your business in both look and functionality.
Pestguard has achieved its current standing as Ireland’s largest privately owned Pest
Control and Washroom Services Company through its dedication to its core values of
expertise, efficiency and cost effectiveness. As a family business Pestguard remains
dedicated to working with its clients nationwide to provide the very best service at the very
best price.

Nationwide Service

1850 262 363

PestGuard Alert
Permanent Monitoring
The Revolution in Pest Control

Powered by eMitter

In case you smell a rat:
PestGuard Alert Permanent Monitoring

The Revolution in Pest Control!
Several national and international hygiene standards for
the food industry are now demanding the abdication of
rodenticides

within

production

facilities.

Another

alternative are mechanical traps. Where rodent baits are
prohibited special live traps with online control are used
for the socalled Permanent Monitoring-System. These
revolutionary,

technically

self-sufficient

energy

up-to-date
harvester

modules

with

provide

an

interference-proof, intelligent sensor network.

opened but is still tamper resistant. The possibility to fill it
with any kind of lures and baits and the easy cleaning of
the SWOPBOX are a convincing feature. The wall adapter

Permanent Monitoring:

facilitates an easy swopping of the box in case of strong

Around-the-clock-control for live traps

soiling.

PestGuard Alert saves the user from having to check all

encourages the rodents’ play instinct and makes it even

traps in use manually on a daily basis, which is required by

more attractive to them. The plastic aroma baits (NARA

law of most countries. Instead, the bait stations are

BLOC LURE), which can be held by the SWOPBOX offer

connected with the server via wireless technology. The

the benefit that neither allergens nor toxic substances

traps in combination with the PestGuard Alert-Controller

exist in the working environment. Therefore, the risk of

enable the Permanent Monitoring, i.e. as soon as a pest

importing foreign substances is reduced to zero.

The

vertical

mounting

of

the

SWOPBOX

enters the trap the responsible person will be informed
via e-mail or SMS. They can now directly head for the

World-wide deployment

triggered trap and remove the animal.

The

PestGuard

Alert

is

highly

efficient,

energy

self-sufficient and technically up-to-date as well as
The SWOPBOX: Environmentally-friendly, convenient, safe

environmentally-friendly and is being used throughout

The PestGuard Alert is complimented by the new

Asia, Europe and the USA. Convince yourself of the latest

SWOPBOX that can hold most types of snap traps. The

technology! We will be glad to inform you personally

SWOPBOX can be vertically mounted to the wall which

about our offer relating to Pestguard Alert Permanent

prevents it from being moved or even destroyed during

Monitoring.

cleaning works or productive operation. It can be easily

www.pestguard.ie

For

more

information

Operating mode of the
PestGuard Alert Permanent Monitoring:

Trap
eMitter Data base

please

go

to

PestGuard Alert Basic

Trap

PestGuard Alert Comfort

Trap
eMitter Data base

Your way to Permanent Monitoring
1. Trap systems

Snap trap for mice / rats

Speed Break Snap Trap

Permanent Monitoring Professional
1. Trap systems

SWOPBOX with Snap Trap

2. Technology

Repeater

3. Controlling / Monitoring

Receiver with display

Snap trap for mice / rats

Speed Break Snap Trap

SWOPBOX with Snap Trap

2. Technology

Repeater

Controller

3. Controlling / Monitoring

Apps for Android and iPhone

Online-Documentation

Features PestGuard Alert Basic

Features PestGuard Alert Comfort

System capacity: up to 99 traps

System capacity: any number of traps

Interference-proof radio technology (EnOcean)

Interference-proof radio technology (EnOcean)

Simple installation

Simple installation
T
Complete Online-Documentation in the Data Base

Easily extendable to PestGuard Alert Comfort

No
Easily extendable
Fully automatic process
Control and information
Apps for Android and iPhone
E

6 good reasons for the use of the
PestGuard Alert Permanent Monitoring:
Automatic control of the traps
by 24/7 Permanent Monitoring

PestGuard Alert increases the efficency
by different trap types

Complete Online-Documentation
on the eMitter Data Base

Maintenance free system
no battery replacement

High transparency with regards
to intensity and nature of infestation

Eco-friendly
due to non-toxic methods

PestGuard Environmental Services
Q9 Greenogue Business Park
Rathcoole
Co.Dublin
1850 262 363
info@pestguard.ie
www.pestguard.ie
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SWOPBOX
Snap- and bait traps
The new benchmark in bait stations
for hygienic areas!
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The SWOPBOX:
practical, hygienic, safe

The SWOPBOX sets new standards in the area of bait stations for the hygiene sector. Bait stations
dirt get behind and into the bait stations. The SWOPBOX is perfectly suited for hygienic areas which
are wet cleaned as it is mounted on the wall. The barcode used for the documentation remains on
the wall adaptor and does not require changing. Moreover, the SWOPBOX complies with the requirements of food law within the meaning of Regulation (EG) No. 852/2004 (HACCP) and the extended
bait boxes.
Ecological, weather-proof and can be used anywhere

Dry and protected from moulding

Due to the extremely durable and weather-proof plastic

Moisture may easily enter standard bait boxes which

the trap is suitable for an inside and outside use.

could lead to a mould problem in the bait station. The
SWOPBOX was designed in such a way that water penet-

Plug-and-Play Principle

rating the housing can easily run back out due to its clever

With a simple “click” the SWOPBOX can be equipped with

wall-mounting-system. Moisture- or mould problems are

the Kness snap trap or similar types and therefore offers

therefore prevented. This is of advantage wherever daily

the possibility to use the preferred snap trap.

cleaning is required.

Revolutionary design for wall-mounting

Visual indicator
A further innovation is the green indicator. It shows

prevents it from being relocated or even destroyed by

whether a snap trap placed in the SWOPBOX was

cleaning works or operational business. Although it can

activated. Even from a far distance it is visible whether

be opened with a simple one-hand technique it is still

the green indicator sticks out or not. Due to the blue

tamper proof. The two components of the SWOPBOX can

colour of the SWOPBOX possible product contamination

easily be replaced if necessary. The wall adaptor remains

can be determined immediately-an additional protection

on the wall while the housing is swapped. This is a major

which makes sense.

advantage compared to conventional bait stations. Other
bait boxes are a popular dirt collector. The unique design
of the SWOPBOX prevents this.

Simply well thought out – SETTING THE STANDARD

Accommodates all kinds of attractants, baits as well as the Kness snap
trap or similar types
Visual indicator when the trap has been activated
Hygienic, safe and practical design for wall-mounting
eMitter slot for Permanent Monitoring
Complies with the requirements of IFS, BRC, HACCP, AIB and M&S

SWOPBOX housing

SWOPBOX backside wall adaptor

Indicator device:

Adhesive circular line:

The green indicator

Prevention against

shows the infestation

dirt build-ups

of the SWOPBOX

Access protection:

Drillholes:

Easy to open without

For a simple and safe

a key by pressing the button

wall-mounting

in with your thumb and
twisting off the cover

SWOPBOX open, empty

SWOPBOX open with snap trap

Slot:
For the eMitter
transmitter

Slot:
For Kness
snap traps
or similar
designs

Opening (for mice)

Slot:

Water outlet

For the NARA BLOC

All advantages of the
SWOPBOX at a glance
Flexible use thanks to the application of
all kinds of attractants, baits as well as the
Kness snap trap or similar types
Wall mounting serves the play instinct of
the rodents and facilitates cleaning without
moving or destroying the box
Barcode stays on the wall-mount and
does not have to be changed

Protected from mould formation as penetrating water may run back out of the box
Box in signal colour blue, the safety colour
for food stuffs and healthcare areas
Easy cleaning and quick swapping as all
slots and functions are integrated and the
box consists of two low-cost components
Slot for PestGuard Alert Permanent Monitoring

Visual indicator to identify infestation from
a distance

Speedy assembly
of time

High attractivity, as it is a dry refugium for
rodents, especially in wet areas

C
to the requirements of
IFS, BRC, HACCP, AIB and M&S

BEFORE

NOW

Other manufacturer

SWOPBOX

PestGuard Environmental Services
Q9 Greenogue Business Park
Rathcoole
Co.Dublin
1850 262 363
info@pestguard.ie
www.pestguard.ie
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Rodenticides versus
Mechanical Traps
Convince yourself of the advantages
of Permanent Monitoring
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PESTGUARD
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Monitoring using
Rodenticides
Legislators and various national as well
as international hygiene standards for
the food industry are now demanding
the abdication of rodenticides within
food-processing areas.

Risk of poisoning
Risk of ingestion by children and pets as well as contamination of groundwater; also high
risk caused by sabotage (“Food Defence”)
Risk of secondary poisoning
Non-target animals, e.g. raptors or cats may be harmed by eating the “poisoned” rodents
Refusal of baits
Due to lacking attractiveness of baits compared to the existing food source there is the risk
of rodents refusing the baits
Uncontrolled delayed death
Rodents that eat these substances die uncontrolled and contaminate the food-processing
facility or goods
Offensive smell and encouragement of insects
Dead rodents cause offensive smell and provide a food source for other insects
Risk of possible bait-resistances
Even with the use of highly potent substances there is the risk of resistance formation
Late response
Due to long service intervals an infestation is discovered too late

Monitoring using
Mechanical Traps
Safe, convenient and efficient: PestGuard
Alert the modern way of pest control
based on mechanical traps with
Permanent Monitoring.

Safest alternative for the food industry
Hygiene standards demand the abdication of rodenticides in food processing areas,
the Pestguard Alert-System uses non-toxic baits
In accordance with the Animal Welfare Act
Compliance with the guidelines as an automatic, permanent control is guaranteed
24 hours a day, 365 days a year
Reliable Protection
Immediate death of the rodent remaining in the trap
Flexible application potentials
and simple installation
High transparency
Complete recording, assessment and saving of all relevant data (e.g. statistics
regarding intensity and nature of infestation) by Online-Documentation
The use of different types of traps guarantees enormous results

Requirements for
successful pest prevention:
1. Pr
Gaining access through open pipe
penetrations as well as steel facade
insulation has to be avoided
2. Reduction of harbourages
Avoiding of cable trunks, voids and cavities
(unless they are fully sealed)

4. Reduction of the risk of infestation
by thorough delivery control
5. Rising awareness among staff
as only joint action will lead to lasting success
6. Expertise training
for staff

3. Preventing access
to food sources

6 good reasons for the
PestGuard Alert Permanent Monitoring:
Automatic control of the traps
by 24/7 Permanent Monitoring

PestGuard Alert increases the efficiency
by different trap types

Complete Online-Documentation
on the PestGuard Alert Data Base

Maintenance-free System
without battery replacement

High transparency with regards
to intensity and nature of infestation

Eco-friendly
due to non-toxic methods

PestGuard Environmental Services
Q9 Greenogue Business Park
Rathcoole
Co.Dublin
1850 262 363
info@pestguard.ie
www.pestguard.ie
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NARA LURE and NARA BLOC
Allergen free rodent attractants
The world innovation

NARA LURE and NARA BLOC:
allergen free, durable, attractive

Attractive aromatized plastic baits
No organic material
Durable and safe in use

No mould formation
Microbiologically safe
Completely allergen free

Allergen-management has become a major topic in many food product companies. NARA
i
Law as well as many food standards now prohibit the use of anticoagulants for monitoring
purposes. Only after the determination of rodent activity anticoagulants may be used
subject to stringent restrictions. Common monitoring baits have the critical disadvantage
that they serve as food for rodents, which increases their lifetime and the risk of a rising
reproduction of rodents. Moreover, most common baits are prone to mould formation
beetles, cockroaches, bristletails and moths.

The pictures below show some of the aforementioned infestations.

NARA – SETTING THE STANDARD
NARA LURE

NARA BLOC

Packaging unit

Packaging unit

50 pieces

75 pieces

NARA LURE

NARA BLOC

APPLICATION

APPLICATION

NARA LURE is a HIGH-TECH, NON-TOXIC ATTRACTANT

NARA BLOC is a HIGH-TECH, NON-TOXIC ATTRACTANT

for MICE. Due to its shape it is most suitable for the

and MONITORING BAIT for RATS and MICE consisting

use in KNESS SNAP TRAPS.

of an aromatized special plastic.

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

Highly attractive to mice. Due to the “mushroom-

Highly attractive to rodents, especially mice.

shape” it increases the catchability of small/light

Long durability of at least three months depending

mice.
Long durability of at least three months depending

on application environment.
Allergen free and thereby especially suitable for

on application environment.

the use in the food industry.

Allergen free and thereby especially suitable for

No infestation

the use in the food industry.

sawtoothed grain beetles, cockroaches etc.) as it is

No infestation

the case with common baits.

sawtoothed grain beetles, cockroaches etc.) as it is

Ideally suitable for the application in damp areas.

the case with common baits.
Ideally suitable for the application in damp areas.
No mould formation or decomposition due to
moisture.

No mould formation or decomposition due to
moisture.

All advantages of the
NARA LURE and NARA BLOC at a glance

Completely allergen free, only offered by
NARA, the monitoring bait specifically for
use in food processing plants
Pure plastic bait, which excludes infestation
by insects as it is not an organic material

Moisture resistant, suitable for damp
and dry environments
No mould formation and thereby microbiologically safe

Highly attractive to rodents due to the
unique shape and consistency of the bait

Before

After

Common monitoring baits:

NARA BLOC:

After one month of heavy infestation

After one month no infestation

by non-target organisms

by non-target organisms

PestGuard Environmental Services
Q9 Greenogue Business Park
Rathcoole
Co.Dublin
1850 262 363
info@pestguard.ie
www.pestguard.ie
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Pestguard Alert Permanent Monitoring
The data transfer of Pestguard Alert transmitters, which you ﬁnd in our snaptraps and baitstations works through patented
enOcean (Siemens) technology, which is installed in this and other devices yet millions of times around the world.

This technology is technically mature and is already in use since years in companies and
households all over the world. It is approved and certiﬁed concerning its reliability, which is unique in the market. Being
energy self-suﬃcient was our main goal, because maintenance-issues like battery-changing or the installation of new
power-sockets would be a K.O. in every client talk. With Pestguard Alert there is no maintenance or further cost-creation
necessary.
The energy self-suﬃcient transmitters are working as easy as a light switch. When activated through mechanical power, it sends
three strong signals over long distances up to over 100 meters. Before the actual installation the building or place will be
examined regarding signal ﬂows. Through this way we can guarantee that a signal will reach its destination, which is the
controller. If a signal for example reaches the controller only by 30% we install a repeater, which enhances the signal and pushes
it up to 100% again. According to this measurements any possible imponderables can be avoided. The last station of the signal
is the controller, our black-box. It receives the enOcean signal and creates a GSM-Message. The message will be reveived by
whoever necessary via email, smartphone or Pestguard Alert database online. Of course controllers (and soon to come
repeaters too) send a message if anything is wrong: high temperature, low signal/no signal, no power and more information
according to individual thresholds (“Keep-Alive”). This guarantees a 100% reliability of Pestguard Alert in every instance.
Furthermore the following infos about every controller are visible to the user in every second of the day.
- GSM signal strength (dBm)
- GSM Provider ID
- SIM card number
- Name of the controller
- Connection trials
- Remaining battery power
- etc.
These information guarantees that there are no troubles within the system at any time. But even if there are troubles or
disorders, you know what kind of, how to solve them and how to prevent them in the future.
An additional security is, that any controller may run on its own internal rechargeable battery through a longer period of
time (in case of power breakdown). This makes sure, no data will be lost.
The remaining risk of a not working trap is therefore very much lower than in each and every other Permanent Monitoring
System.

Picture no. 1, stages of an evolving Pestguard Alert signal”
It all starts with a snap trap (see pict. no. 1) which creates a signal with its mechanical power of the hit, created by the
rodent movement on the trap. In the last stage the data will be used for an analytical documentation and assessment.

www.pestguard.ie
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